Creating STM Opportunities

…the hearts of the saints have been refreshed through you.
Philemon 7 (ESV)

One of the goals of OPC Short-Term Missions is to involve more churches and presbyteries in creating short-term missions opportunities.

Many of you come to this report, to OPCSTM.org, or to Facebook, to find opportunities for short-term service or to read about the experiences of those who have returned from STM trips, and we strive to be a good resource in this way!

But we also offer resources at OPCSTM.org meant to encourage and guide presbyteries and churches to take an active role as organizers of trips or hosts of visiting teams, and to address some of the fears or obstacles that prevent them from moving forward in this.

Our resources include "how to" advice from the Presbytery of S. California which has organized the English Camp and Team Praha trips for years; the OP church plant in Naples, FL, that invites churches to send them a team to be put to good and edifying use; a pastor who has created lots of STM trips for his youth groups; the OPC member who created Team Utah.

We hope our resources will help you consider creating an STM opportunity that will provide another option to OPC’ers who seek to serve, and will be a blessing to those who are served.

Visit “STM Resources” at OPCSTM.org

Current Opportunities “At-A-Glance”

Visit OPCSTM.org and click on Current Opportunities for all the details

- March 10 Deadline to Apply to Team Haiti (June 23-July 5, 2018)
- Two Openings Left to Help Lead “English for Kids” Bible Camp in Quebec (June 25-29, 2018)
- Service and Outreach in Naples, FL (during your Spring Break!)
- Work Weekends at the Boardwalk Chapel in Wildwood, NJ (weekends in May)
- Openings for Individuals and Groups at the Boardwalk Chapel in Wildwood, NJ (Summer 2018)
- Teachers Needed for English Club in Uruguay (July 2018)
- Venture Missions Outreach on Indian Reservation in Zoar, WI, (July 2018)
- Teach English and Live at “English House” at University in Asia (July 2018)
- Community Outreach and Work Projects in Japan (Summer 2018)
- Service and Outreach in San Antonio, Texas (Summer 2018)
- Service and Outreach in Naples, Florida (Summer 2018)
- Serve as a University Instructor of English in Asia for 1-2 years, starting in September or February.
- Teach ESL at Missionary Training Institute in South Korea (Nov. 15, 2018 – Jan. 25, 2019)
- Skilled Volunteers Needed to Rebuild Master Bath at Manse in Neon, KY (Anytime)
- Additional opportunities in Quebec, Uganda, Key West, and Houston (Hurricane Relief)
- Go to OPCSTM.org for all the details
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